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The Honorable John Conyers, Jr. 
Chairman, Committee on Government Operations 
House of Representatives 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

The U.S. health insurance system is a complex and aevely 
expensive arrangement. It is characterized by a multitude of insurers, both 
private and public, each with its own eligibility requirements, benefit 
packages, provider rules, and claim forms. Currently, Americans receive 
health insurance from a wide variety of sources, including over 1,200 
commercial insurers, about 550 health maintenance organizations (HMO), 
69 Blue Cross and Bhre Shield plans, thousands of self-insured plans 
operated by private employers, a federal-state program for the poor and 
disabled (Medicaid), and federal government programs (including 
Medicare and programs for the Departments of Veterans Affairs and 
Defense). Many believe that the complexity of this insurance system 
contributes to the nation’s high per capita health care costs. 

One of the aims of health care reform is to enhance admini&&ve 
efficiency. To the extent that reform simplifies insurance administration, it 
may be able to reduce admir&rative costs. Any reductions in 
admin&ra&e expenses could then be used for other valuable purposes, 
such as expanding access and improving quality. Single-payer supporters 
say that a government-financed system is the most efficient way to 
administer health insurance.’ Managed competition advocates say that 
administrative savings could come through pooling private insurance 
functions and insurance market reforms2 To assist the Congress in its 
deliberations on health care reform, you asked us to examine the 
amve cost implications of alternanve reform proposals, including 
a single-payer plan and three managed competition plans. 

%iie payer” describes a system in which all covered health care services are paid for by a single, 
publicly f?nanced insurer, replacing the current mix of private and public payers. The McDermott bill 
advocates this approach. 

2uManaged competition” describes a system in which consumers choose from among competing health 
plans and are given incentives to select the most costeffective ones. New entities-he&h insurance 
purchasing pools-Yrtanage” the market by selecting qualified plans, standardizing benefiti, and 
providing comparative information. To varying degrees, the Clinton, Cooper, and Chafee bills are 
representative of this approach. 
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Background l imited data on costs make it difficult to accurately measure and compare 
. . admnusuative costs. Administrative functions occur throughout the health 

care system, invoking health plans, providers, and employem The most 
commonly recognized administrative expense, health insurance 
administration, consumed an estimated $44 billion in 1991, accounting for 
nearly 6 percent of total U.S. health spending. In addition, medical care 
providers face admin&rative costs, including those related to billing, 
marketing, and maintaining records, estimated at about 15 percent of 
hospital revenues and 8 percent of physician revenues.4 Also, because 
approximately two-thirds of health coverage for nonelderly persons in the 
United States is employment-based, businesses have administrative costs. 
Employers’ costs include selecting and contracting with he&h plans and 
tracking employee enrollment and premium costs. 

Besides defining administration, it is even more diEcult to judge the 
optimal level of administrative spending. The most efficient administrative 
system is not necessarily the least costly, because higher administrative 
expenses may be needed to control spending for medical services. Rather, 
the appropriate level of spending on health care administration can be 
viewed as the smallest amount necessary to achieve the overall goals of 
the system expanding acce+ss, controlling costs, and maintaining high 
quality of care. 

Substantial uncertainty underlies any analysis of health care reform’s 
impact on administitive costs because it must project the effects of 
policies that have never been tried on the scale proposed. Many of the 
costs associated with administering a reformed system will depend on 
implementation details, which are not specified. For these reasons, we did 
not attempt to quantify cost implications. Instead, we assessed the general 
direction of anticipated changes in administrative costs. In general, our 
assessment relates to a period of operation after fi.tll implementation and 
excludes the initial cost to set up the basic system. We focus only on major 
admmistrative reforms that could significantly influence administrative 
costs. We recognize that there are a number of other administrative issues, 

qor a typology of adnk&&& costs and discussion of how administrativ costs are incurred among 
various participants, see Kenneth E. Thorpe, Tnside the Black Bax of Admi&t@ive Costs,” Health 
Affairs (Summer 1992), pp. 41-55. 

‘Esthate~ of provider adminishstive costs vary due, in part, to diffeCn6 definitions of &nin&r&ve 
ccsts. See Chgwssioti Budset office, Staff Memorandum Single-Payer and AU-Payer Health 
lnmranceSystemslJ ’ Medicare’s Payment F&es (Apr. 1993) and Cana&an Health Insurance: 
m  Costs and?%ngs for the United Slates [GAWHRD-922-83, Apr. 28,1992). 
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such as costs associated with enforcement activities, that are beyond the 
scope of this report. 

In this review, we examine how various administrative functions in the 
health care system could be affected by a change in the way insurance is 
purchased and care is paid for. We also identify various groups that cany 
out such functions and thereby incur administrative costs. Those groups 
include new entities called for in the reform proposals as well as existing 
sectors of the health care system. For simplicity, we focus on four groups: 
the public sector (including new public or nonprofit purchasing pools 
established in the managed competition proposals), he&h plans, hospitals 
and physicians, and employers. Appendixes I through IV summarize the 
administrative changes affecting each sector. A  more comprehensive 
ardysis would also include other providers of health care goods and 
services, such as ph amacies and nursing homes, and consumers. 

To examine the implications of these reform proposals on administrative 
costs, we visited existing health insurance purch&ng pools and 
interviewed government officials and trade associations representing 
employers, providers, insurers, and managed care plans. In addition, we 
reviewed relevant analyses conducted by the Congressional Budget Office 
(am), the Congressional Research Service (CRS), and the Office of 
Technology Assessment. Data on 1991 public and private insurance 
administration costs are from the Health Care Financing Administration’s 
Office of National Health Statistics and represent the most recent year 
available. We conducted our review between January 1994 and March 1994 
in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. 

Overview of Reform Bills As agreed, we studied health care reform bills proposed by President 
Clinton, Senator Chafee, and Representatives McDermott and Cooper.6 
Each of these bills is summarized below. 

H.R. 1200: Representative 
McDermott’s American Health 
Security Act of 1993 

This proposal, introduced March 3,1993, would provide universal 
coverage by 1995 through a federally mandated, stateadministered 
single-payer health insurance program. The state programs would replace 
most existing private and public health insurance plans. The states would 
provide comprehensive health and long-term care bene&s and prohibit 
outof-pocket payments for acute care and preventive services. The state 
programs would reimburse physicians through negotiated fee schedules 

6For a more thorough comparison, see CRS, Summary Comparison of Major Health Care Reform Bii, 
94-71 EPW Iwashingbn, IX.: Jan. 6, 1994). 
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and hospitals would receive prospectively set budgets. A  national health 
budget would limit growth in health spending to the growth rate of the 
economy. The program would be primarily financed through increased 
federal payroll and income taxes and the imposition of a he&h security 
premium, (Companion bti S. 491, introduced by Senator Wellstone.) 

H.R. 3600: President Clinton’s 
Health Security Act 

‘Ihis proposal, introduced by Representative Gephardt on November 2, 
1993, aims to achieve universal health coverage by 1998. Most employers 
and individuals would be required to join regional health alliances; large 
employers (over 5,000 employees) would have an option of forming their 
own corporate alliance; and Medicare beneficiaries could continue to 
receive public coverage distinct from the alliance framework. Alliances 
would contract with at least three types of health plans. Premiums would 
be community-rated, preexisting condition exclusions would be 
prohibited, and benefit packages would be standardized with 
supplemental coverage available. Employers would be required to pay 
80 percent of the cost of the average premium, but no more than 
7.9 percent of their annual payroll. Discounts and subsidies would be 
available to smaller employers, early retirees, and low-income individuals. 
The National Health Board would establish a national health budget, 
enforced through limits on health plan premium increases tied to overall 
economic growth (Companion bilk S. 1757, introduced by Senator 
Mitchell.) 

H.R. 3222: Representative Introduced on October 6,1993, this proposal attempts to expand coverage 
Cooper’s Managed Competition by improving the affordability and availability of health insurmce. 
Act of 1993 Employers would be required to arrange for health coverage, but would 

not have to contribute toward the premium. Small employers and 
individuals would be offered private health coverage through health plan 
purchasing cooperatives; larger employers (more than 100 employees) 
would be excluded from the health plan purchasing cooperatives, but 
could form their own purchasing pools. Expenses for accountable health 
plans would be tax deductible only up to the cost of the lowest-cost basic 
plan in the area Accountable health plans would offer standardized 
benefit packages at community rates, and prHxistj.ng condition 
exclusions would be prohibited. A  federal conunission would recommend 
a uniform set of benefits, including cost sharing provisions, for 
congressional approval. Medicaid would be eliminated and replaced witi 
federal subsidies for low-income individuals to purchase private health 
coverage through the health plan purchasing cooperative. Medicare 
beneficiaries would continue to receive publicly sponsored coverage. The 
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proposal would not set enforceable limits on the growth of health 
spending. (Companion bill: S. 1579, introduced by Senator Breaux.) 

S. 1770: Senator Chafee’s 
Health Equity and Access 
Reform Today Act of 1993 

This proposal, introduced November 22,1993, would require all 
individuals to purchase health insurance by 2005. Employers would be 
required to offer their employees enrollment in a qualified health plan, but 
would not have to contribute toward the premium. Small employers 
(fewer than 101 employees] and individuals would have the option of 
joining a state-established health insurance purchasing group or selecting 
another quaWed health plan; larger employers could form their own 
purchasing groups. Tax deductibility of premiums paid for qualified health 
plans would be limited. Qualified plans would need to offer standard 
benefits, use communi~ rating, and limit pre-erristing condition 
exclusions. Individuals could select either the standard benat package or 
a catastrophic benefit plan, both of which would require cost sharing. 
Federal vouchers to subsidize the purchase of private he&h coverage by 
low-income individuals would be phased in (contingent on savings in the 
Medicare and Medicaid programs). The proposal would not establish a 
national health care budget. (Companion bilk H.R. 3704, introduced by 
Representative Thomas.) 

Results in Ehief All of the proposals we examined would shift many private 
insurance-related administrative functions to the public sector. They have 
the potential to reduce adminWrative costs by introducing other reform 
elements intended to improve access and efficiency. The single-payer 
approach would have a greater potential for administrative savings 
because insurance would be largely replaced by a government plan in each 
state. Administrative savings would result corn eljminating the need to 
enroll employers and individuals, design and market benefit plans, and 
collect premiums. Administrative savings could also be achieved under the 
managed competition approach, but to a lesser extent because the 
structure of the health insurance system would remain essentially intact. 
Regional insurance pools would be created to consolidate enrollment, 
marketing, and premium collections currently performed by private health 
plans, thereby achieving economies of scale lacking in today’s insurance 
market. 

All of the proposals also include provisions to develop electronic health 
care information systems, expand coverage, subsidize premiums, and 
standardize benefit packages. Universal coverage and standardized 
benefits would be likely to reduce administrative costs by simplifying 
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eligibility, but would increase costs for coverage of the newly insured. 
Similary, electronic information networks require a substantial initial 
investment in computer capability, but could simplify transactions, 
risk-agjustxnent calculations, and comparative quality assessments of 
plans and providers. l?inaUy, under managed competitiotiepending on 
the method employed-the need for income eligibility determinations to 
administer subsidies could be a source of substantiaI new administrative 
costs. Because the proposals differ in the extent to which they adopt these 
features, each proposal’s overall influence on administrative costs would 
also vary. 

Provisions under both reform approaches could have major 
cost-increasmg and cost-reducing implications for governments, health 
plans, hospitals and physicians, and employers: 

+ For the public sector, adminislrative costs could increase under either 
approach as functions would be shifted from the private to the public 
sector. Under the singlepayer proposal, each state would have the 
responsibility of administering the health insurance system, with the 
state’s overhead costs limited to less than 3 percent of health spending. 
Under the managed competition approach, new public or nonprofit health 
insurance purchasing pools would be developed. The costs of operating 
the regional pools, when speciEed in the bills, would be capped at 1 or 
2.5 percent of benefits, depending on pool size and responsibilities. The 
federal and state govemments would also have greater regulatory 
responsibilities over fiuancing and data collection. 

. For health plans, a single-payer system could nearly eliminate . . adrmrustrative costs by l imiw private insurers to selling supplemental 
coverage. Managed competition could also offer substantial administrative 
cost savings by grouping small firms  and individuals into regional 
insurance pools and standardizing benefits and claims processing. To the 
extent that additional quality data requirements would be imposed on 
health plans, savings might be somewhat of&et. 

l For hospitals and physicians, administrative costs might decline. All of the 
proposals seek to st=unXne billing, collections, and benefits 
management. However, some providers are concerned that reform will 
impose new requirements to gather and transmit information on costs, 
quality, and health outcomes; such requirements could add to 
administrative costs. Still, a single payer would also eliminate the costs 
that providers currently incur as a result of dealing with multiple payment 
and utilization management sources. 
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l For employers, the costs of administering health coverage would depend 
on their size and whether they are currently offering insurance. In a 
single-payer system, employers could simply deduct a fixed-rate tax from 
payroll with no other direct involvement in providing health coverage. 
Under managed competition, costs could increase for newly covered 
employers and decline somewhat for firms  participating in the regional 
purchasing pools. There would be little or no impact on other firms. 

Proposals shift 
Insurance 

Tom the private sector to government and new nonprofit entities. 
However, the scale of the public sector’s new administrative role and the 

Administrative Costs distribution of functions among public entities varies widely among the 

From  Private to 
Public Sectors 

proposals. The singlepayer proposal would establish statebased payers to 
administration of health insurance, whereas the replace the private 

managed competition proposals would maintain private insurance and 
create a system of health insurance purchasing p00ls.~ Overall, the 
legislative proposals offered by Representative McDermott and President 
Clinton would entail a relatively larger expansion of the public sector role 
than those offered by Senator Chsfee and Representative Cooper. As 
public and nonprofit entities would assume a greater role in providing 
health coverage or promoting competition among health plans, spending 
on administration might decline for private he&h plans, providers, and 
employers. 

Single Payer The single-payer approach would go further in the shift from private to 
public administration of health insurance; it would replace most private 
insurance coverage with government-administered insurance programs at 
the state level. Proponents of this approach contend that competition 
among private health plans creates duplicative and inappropriate . . admuu&ative activities that increase costs. This approach proposes 
public administration of health insurance that repIaces or eliminates the 
transactions, benefits management, marketing, and qtudity monitoring 
functions that the private sector currently undertakes. 

In the McDermott plan, these insurance administration roles would be 
undertaken by the states, greatly expanding their current role in the health 
care system. The McDermott bill specifies that the states’ administrative 
costs would be limited to 3 percent of health expenditures. States woutd 

BHedth insumnce purchasing pools are referred to as ‘regional ailiance.s” in the Clinton proposal, 
‘health plan purchasing coopexatives”in the Cooper proposal, and “purcha&g groups” in the Chafee 
WJF-l. 
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have the administrative responsibility of reimbursing health care providers 
for health services rendered and monilxxing the use and quality of care. 

ExisGng public insurance programs in the United States and Canada, 
which may serve as limited models of potential public sector 
administrtive costs under a singlepayer system, have relatively low 
admidtrative costs. Medicare, the primary source of health coverage for 
nearly all Americans over 65, enrolls about 35 million individuals and has 
administrative costs of about 2.1 percent of program expenditures7 
Similarly, Medicaid, a state-based program serving about 25 million 
low-income Americans, has relatively low admimstrative costs equaling 4.0 
percent of expenditures.8 Ontario, the largest Canadian province, which 
administers a singlepayer system to 9.4 million individuals, has average 
administiative costs of 1.3 percent of health care spending.Q 

W ith an almost complete shift from a mix of private and public health 
coverage to a single public payer, the administrative costs faced by private 
health plans, providers, and employers could be reduced: 

I Private health plans would be virtually ehminated under the McDermott 
plar~~* Because public insurance programs typically have lower . . adrmmdmtive costs than private insurance plans, this shif& could lead to 
significant net administrative savings. The Health Care F’!inancing 
Administration e&mated that in 1991, administrative costs accounted for 
about 14 percent of expenditures in private health plans compared to less 
than 3 percent for public plans. CBCI estimates that the McDermott 
proposal would lower insurance administrative costs to 3.5 percent of 
health care spending by the year 2000.11 

+ Providers’ administrative costs associated with insurance transactions 
could also be substantially cut through reduced paperwork and billing in a 

like Medicare, the McDermottplan allows con- with third-party carriers to reimburse physicians 
based on claims+ However, the hkDermott plan would not require the collection of copa~~~~ts and 
deductibles for most services, whereas Medicare does. 

8unl&e Medicaid, state singlepayer syskm as proposed by McDermott would not need to make 
eligibdity detemkations because all citizens would re&ve coverage. 

me Cardian single-payer system is similar ta the McDermott plan in that determining eligibility is 
not necessary and copayments and deductibles for acute care services are prohi&ed. However, in 
Canada little quality monit.oWg occurs, whereas the McDermoU bii would require an enhanced data 
collection system to enable qua&v motitoring and to establish budgets. 

%imited private coverage would remain under the McDermott proposal in the form of supplemental 
insurance, which may only cover benefits not included in the comprehensive package specified in the 
bill. 

%ee CBO, analysii of H.B. 1200, The American Health Security Act, &sued on December 16,1993. 
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single-payer system. Expenses incrured by hospitals and physicians as a 
result of multiple claims and bilhng procedures could be lowered 
significantly by having one insurance entity in each state and using global 
budgets for hospital care. CEKI e&mates potential administrative savings of 
about 6 percent of revenues for hospitals, physicians, and other 
providers.12 

l Employers’ roles in administering he&h benelits could be reduced to 
paying an increased payroll tax set at a percentage of wages if the 
McDermott plan is enacted. This tax would be fairly easy to implement 
and would relieve employers of the costs associated with selecting among 
and contracting with multiple plans. 

Managed Competition The managed competition approach similarly, but to a lesser extent, would 
shift many private insurance functions to the public or nonprofit sector. Jn 
particular, the managed competition proposals would create health 
insurance purchasing pools to consolidate purchasing by many employers 
and individuals and bring economies of scale. Generally, these purchasii 
pools would contract witi health plans, provide comparative information 
for consumers, enroll individuals, collect premiums, and distribute 
payments to health plans. Compared to the Cooper or Chafee plans, the 
purchasing pools proposed by the Clinton plan would be larger in both 
size and range of responsibilities. 

The three managed competition proposals attempt to build on the 
experience of existing public and private purchasing pools. In 1993, 
Florida and Washington each enacted health care reform legislation that 
establishes voluntary regional purchasing pools. Other public-sector 
purchasing pools include the California Public Employees’ Retirement 
System (CalpERs), the Health Insurance Plan of California, and the Federal 
Employees Health Benefit Program (FEHBP), Also, 45 states have 
private-sector purchasing pools, such as the Council of Smaller 
Enterprises, a nonprofit association for small businesses in Cleveland, 
Ohio, and the Business Health Care Action Group and the Employers 
Association Buyers’ Cooperative, both in Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

The health insurance purchasing pools differ in scale across the bills. The 
Clinton proposal represents a greater shift to the public sector than do the 
Chafee or Cooper plans. The Employee Benefit Research Institute 

FEatmaW of the cost implications of adopting a single payer system vary. FYeviously, we estimated 
potential admKsWive savings of about 10 percent for physicians and about 6 percent for hospitals 
under a Canadiandtyle single-payer system. See Canadian Health Insurance: Estimating Costs and 
Savings for the United States (GAOLHRD-9243, Apr. 23,1992), pp. 12-13. 
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estimates that at least 70 percent of the population would purchase their 
insurance through regional alliances. l3 The Cooper and Chafee purchasing 
pools would be significantly smaller in size because individuals would not 
be required to purchase coverage through the pools; participation would 
be targeted to iirms  with fewer than 101 employees, individuals, and 
Medicaid recipients. I4 The managed competition proposals also differ in 
several key features: (1) mandatory versus voluntary participation, (2) the 
size threshoId for employer participation, (3) the requirement for 
employers to contribute to premiums, and (4) additional responsibilities 
beyond the basic purchasii pool functions previously described. Table 1 
summarizes these differences among the proposals. 

‘9his estimate recognizes that Medicare benef&&s and workers in fums of 5,000 or more 
employees might not purchase insurance tbrougb the regional alliances. However, many workers in 
these large Bms would instead enroll in regional alliances if their employer decides not to form a 
corporate alllance, they are employed p-e, or their spouse works for a smaller employer. 

“About 45 million workers were employed by Wns with fewer than 100 employees iu 1990, and 
28 million individuals received Medicaid in 19!32. 
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Table 1: Distinguishing Features of 
Health Insurance Purchasing Pools in 
the Clinton, Chafee, and Cooper 
Proposals 

Size threshold and 
participation 

Clinton Cooper Chafee 
Mandatory for firms Optional for firms Optional for firms 
with fewer than with fewer than 101 with fewer than 101 
5,000 employees employeesa emplOyeesb 

Larger employers Larger employers 
may opt to join could not join 
regional alliance or purchasing 
form a “corporate cooperative, but 
alliance” may form own 

purchasing pools 
Employer contribution RequiredC Not required 
to premiums 
Additional Disseminate quality Collect, analyze, 
responsibilities data and disseminate 

quality data 
Risk-adjust plan 
payments Risk-adjust plan 

payments 
Administer subsidies 

Larger employers 
could not join small 
employer 
purchasing group, 
but may form own 
purchasing pools 
Not required 

None specified 

Negotiate premiums 

Set provider fee 
schedules to 
enforce budgets 

aAll employers with fewer than 101 employees must contract with their area health plan 
purchasing cooperative to offer health plans, but are not required to pay for any coverage. 
However, eligible employers may claim a tax deduction for health benefits paid only if provided 
through the health plan purchasing cpoperative, encouraging participation in the cooperative. 

bAll employers with fewer than 101 employees must offer qualified insured health plans, but are 
not required to contract with the small employer purchasing group or pay for any coverage. 
Eligible employers may claim a tax deduction for health benefits paid if coverage is provided 
through any qualified health plan. 

CEmployers contribute 80 percent of the weighted average premium. This amount is limited by a 
cap of 7.9 percent of payroll. The cap on payroll is lower for small businesses (fewer than 75 
employees) with low average payrolls (less than $24DDO)-between 3.5 percent and 7.9 percent. 

The administrative costs of the new health insurance purchasing pools 
would be explicitly limited in the Clinton and Cooper proposals. For the 
regional alliances established under the Clinton plan, overhead costs 
would be capped at 2.5 percent of premiums.16 The health plan purchasing 
cooperatives in the Cooper plan would be limited to overhead costs of 
1 percent of premiums. Tightly enforced caps on the pools’ administrative 

WBO estimata that regkmal alliance admM&mion would cost about $11 billion in 1998. Lewin-vT3.l 
estimates that mve costs for regional alliances would be about $6 billion in 1998. See CBO, 
An Analysis of the Mminismtion’s Health Proposal (Feb. 1994) and Lewin-VHI Inc., The Fhancial 
impact of the Health security Act (Dec. 9,1993). 
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expenses could force pools to shift responsibility for such items as 
premium collection to health plans. The Chafee proposal would not 
establish a specifk administrative cost ceiling for purchasing groups. 

Existing purchasing pools (which also vary in scale and responsibilities) 
may serve as limited models of the potential administrative costs of the 
proposed purchasing pools. Generally, the existing purchasing pools have 
administrative costs of 3 percent of benefits paid or less. The largest of 
these, CZIWFS and FEHBP, have the lowest percentage of administrative 
costs, 0.5 percent and 0.15 percent, respectively, indicating that they may 
have achieved economies of scale not met by the smaller purchasing 
pools. This finding could also reflect differences in the range of functions 
performed by purchasing po~ls.~~ 

The development of these new public and nonprofit purchasing pools 
could have a major impact on the portion of health insurance dollars spent 
to administer private, employment-based coverage. The most signikant 
reduction would be noticed in the administrative costs of insurance plans 
for smaIl employers. 

+ For health plans, the managed competition proposals would substitute a 
single contract with the purchasing pool for insurance conkacts with a 
multitude of employers. Currently, adxnM&rative costs for health plans 
associated with the smallest employers are 40 percent compared to 
5.5 percent for health plans associated with the largest employersl’ By 
offering insurance through a pool, health plans’ average admmi&&ive 
costs could more closely reflect those for health plans associated with 
larger employers.18 Small employers could therefore see a reduction in 
their premium attributable to the decrease in he&h plans’ administrative 
CO&. 

l Providers’ administrative costs would not be significantly affected by the 
development of purchasing pools. 

lbTheeistingpur&a&ngpoolswithadmk&Wi ‘vecostsof2to3percentrenectthefixedcostand 
small enrollment of several publicly sponsored vohmtary purchasing pools for small businesses For 
additional information on ex&ing purchasing pools, see Access to Health Insuance: Public and 
Private Employers’ Experience Wii purchasing Cooperatives (GAOiHEXS94142, May 31,1994). 

“See CRS, “Costs and EfIeccs of Extending Health Insurance Coverage” (Wzuhington, D.C.: Oct. 1!333). 

%z&h plans’ mar- costs could be increased when offering coverage through a purchasing pool. 
Cun-ently, health plans focus marice- at the employer level because employers choose one or 
several plans to offer their employees. Under a purchasing pool framework in which individuals, rather 
than employers, select plans, the health plans could expand their advertising to attract individual 
enrokes However, individuals might change plans less oft-en because they no longer would need to 
change plans when they change jobs. 
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. Employers’ roles in admini&ring health coverage, if eligible to participate 
in the pools, could be reduced to making payments to the purchasing 
pools. Employers currently offering insurance would be relieved of having 
to deal with multiple he&h plans and administer health benefits. At the 
same time, proposals would require employers to track and report 
enrollment information on employees. 

Improved Efficiency In addition to shifting insurance-related administration from the private to 

and Access Could 
the public sector, the health care reform proposals contain several 
elements that, taken together, could reduce administrative costs. In some 

Lower Administrative cases, these features would accelerate current trends designed to improve 

costs 
efficiency and access. These elements include (1) expanding coverage, 
(2) standardizing benefits, (3) developing electronic health care 
information systems, and (4) admhidering subsidies. Although ah of the 
proposals share these features, they vary in degree and timing. While in 
some cases these elements may raise administrative costs, they are 
designed to f&cilitate other features of the proposals. 

Universal Coverage Using different timetables, the McDermott, Clinton, and Chafee bills each 
call for universal coverage of health insurance. Much of the heatti care 
received by the over 37 million Americans who are currently uninsured is 
uncompensated, prompting providers to recover additional compensation 
from the insured. By providing universal coverage and reducing 
uncompensated care, transaction costs related to determining insurance 
status and debt collection could be reduced. However, since uninsured 
individuals do not currently generate any plan overhead costs, placing 
these individuals in public and private insurance plans could add to 
insurance admhbkative costs. 

The proposals resemble efforts initiated in several states to expand 
coverage to currently uninsured and underinsured populations. Hawaii has 
mandated that employers provide insurance coverage and established 
public programs for the nonworking uninsured.1g Other states, such as 
Minnesota, Wa&ington, and Florida have also enacted comprehensive 
reforms aimed at expanding health coverage. 

Three of the four proposals would explicitly provide for universal 
coverage. However, they vary in the length of the phasein period and 

%ee Health Care in Hawaii: Implications for National Reform (GAOiHEHS94-63, Feb. 11,1994). 
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whether universality is achieved through an employer mandate, an 
individual mandate, or establishing an entitlement. 

l The McDermott bill would create an entitlement for a.ll U.S. citizens to 
receive health coverage from the state government beginning in 1995. 

s The Clinton bill would mandate that employers offer and contribute to 
he&h coverage. By 1998, all U.S. citizens would be required to enroll in a 
health plan offered through a regional or corporate alliance or through 
Medicare. 

l The Chafee bill would require that all U.S. citizens purchase coverage from 
a qualified health plan. Employers would be required to arrange for, but 
not pay for, coverage. Vouchers to make coverage affordable to 
low-income families would be phased in, with the goal of achieving 
universal coverage by 2005 contingent upon savings from Medicare and 
Medicaid. 

9 The Cooper bill would not guarantee universal coverage, but would 
attempt to expand access by making insurance market reforms, pooling 
small businesses into purchasing groups, and providing subsidies to 
low-income families. 

Universal coverage could simplify insurance transactions for providers 
because the hospital or physician would no longer need to conf3rm 
insurance coverage prior to rendering treatment. However, to the extent 
that benefits and payment rules would vary, the provider might still need 
to determine particular restrictions on the patient’s coverage. (See the 
following discussion regarding standardization of benefits.) Furthermore, 
the physician or hospital could expect reimbursement for the care 
provided, lowering the cost of debt collection?o 

As mentioned, individuals who are currently uninsured would receive 
health coverage through either public or private insurance programs, 
adding insurance administrative costs. Universal coverage under the 
McDermott plan would impose a smaller increase in insurance 
administrative costs for the newly insured than the Clinton and Chafee 
plans. In addition, the level of health care utilization of the newly covered 
would rise to that of the comparable insured population. This greater use 
of medical services could also increase provider administrative costs. 
However, it is not clear to what extent increased costs would of&et the 

%e provider could still be responsible for collecting any applicable copayments and deductibles 
fkom the patient. Thus, the McDermott bill, which would ehinate most copayments and deductibles, 
would more completely ebminate debt co&&on costs for providers than would the managed 
competition WUls. ‘Balance billing” refers to patients being charged beyond the fee schedule rste 
assigned for any service pravided 
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administrative savings achieved by simplifying insurance determinations 
and debt collections. 

Standardized Benefit 
Packages and Other 
Market Reforms 

Efforts to standardize benefit packages could reduce administrative costs 
for providers, purchasers, and health plans. Currently, providers and their 
staffs sort through various payment rules and crosscheck provisions with 
individual claims, Standardized benefit packages that have uniform 
payment rules could reduce this timeconsuming and costly process. For 
employers, standardization could allow purchasers to more easily 
compare and select health plans. Health plans could also reduce their 
administrative costs through standardization by not having to customize 
plans; thus, reviews of claims would be simpler. Finally, the reform 
proposals include other insurance market reforms, such as eliminating 
preexisting condition exclusions and community ratjng~trategies that 
could reduce insurer’s costs for medical underwriting. 

The proposals reflect current trends in which some states and purchasing 
groups have begun standardizmg benefit packages. In 1993, C~IFERS 
introduced a common benefit package for participating HMOS that included 
13 standard benefits, 3 required benefits, and 4 optional benefits. 
Wa&ington’s 1993 health reform provides that a &member Health 
Services Commission will establish a uniform benefit package and set a 
maximum premium for it. Other states, such as Florida, Iowa, and North 
Carolina, have established standard minimum benefit plans for the small 
employer market. 

A  more comprehensive standard benefit package, such as proposed in the 
Clinton and McDermott bills, would more fully achieve administrative 
savings from standardization. (The Chafee and Cooper bills would defer 
the specification of the benefit package to a national board.) A  less 
comprehensive standard benefit package would leave a large role for 
supplemental insurance policies that would lack the advantages of 
standardization Thus, if a number of plans were used, providers would 
still need to keep track of various coverage rules and limits. 

The single-payer proposal would most completely ekminate the variation 
among benefit plans because its uniform comprehensive package would 
replace the currently eating multiple packages. Supplemental coverage 
would be an option only for limited benefits, such as dental and vision 
services and copayments for drugs and long-term care. The single-payer 
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system would also most fully standardize the payment rates and rules for 
providers and prohibit balance billing for consumers. 

Although the managed competition plans maWsin multiple competing 
health plans, the standard minimum benefit package would reduce the 
variation among them. However, if the standard minimum package in 
these plans were set at a level lower than the typical coverage that would 
be purchased, then the administrativ complexity for providers could 
persist. Also, the Clinton, Cooper, and McDermott proposals would 
prohibit balance billing, thereby further reducing the administrative costs 
of collecting reimbursement. 

In addition to standardizing the minimum level of coverage, other 
insurance market reforms, such as communily-rating premiums and 
eliminating pree&ting condition restrictions, could reduce administrative 
costs associated with medical underwriting. Currently, experience rating 
and pre-existing condition exclusions both require the health plan to 
determme the individual’s health status through a physical exam or 
medical history review, or to determine the group’s insurance experience 
through a review of claims. In contrast to the currently prevalent 
experience-rating, insurers would charge all groups the same amount for 
the same coverage under community-rating, without regard to the history 
of medical service use-and consequent costs--of a particular gro~p.‘~ 
PrtxxMing condition exclusions are common in many health plans, 
prohibiting individuals with a medical condition, such as diabetes, from 
receiving coverage for that condition. 

The Clinton and McDermott plans would prohibit preexisting condition 
limits, whereas Cooper and Chafee would restrict their use. Each of the 
managed competition proposals would require community-rating for plans 
offered through the purchasii pool~.~ Lewin-vHI estimates that 
eliminating underwriting expenses and restricting preexisting condition 
limitations would reduce health plan administrative expenses for small 
firms  by as much as 30 to 50 percent.= 

%4lthough the premiums paid by employers and individuals would be community-rated, the premiums 
paid by the pun&sing pool to the health plan would be risk-adjusted in the Clinton and Cooper plans 
Depending on the method used, r&k adju6trnent might require medical history reviews or medical . . B to the current medical underwriting. 

me Cooper and Chafee proposals wouId allow age as a factor in determining premiums. 

BFor firms larger than 60 employees, these changes would lead to little or no ad ’ Ave savings 
See Lew3n-VHI Jnc, “The Relationship Between EFrm Size and the Health Care Cost of Workers” 
(Wa&ington, D.C.: Mar. 14,1!394). 
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Health Care Information 
Systems 

All four health care reform proposals have provisions that intend to reduce . . admmWrative costs and complexity by standardizing health care 
information and supporting the transmission of data by electronic 
networks. Although developing and maintaining the infrastructure for a 
health care information system may have high cost~,~ a uniform health 
care information system could reduce administrative costs overall.2s * . Adrmrusbra tive savings could be achieved by stand- the data 
collected and avoiding duplication by providing a common data repository 
available to governmental agencies, purchasing pools, and consumers. The 
health care information network could also realize additional goals of 
health care reform that would be more administratively complex without 
an integrated data network. Such goals include the comparison of 
providers and health plans for making premium ac@istments and assisting 
consumers in making informed choices of plans and providers, 

The provisions would accelerate current trends. For example, the 
American National Standards Institute recently approved a standard 
health insurance form that all companies are expected to use. Seven4 
initiatives are developing a common set of data elements for measuring 
quality. These include the “Health plan Employer Data and Information 
Set” sponsored by the National Committee for Qualily Assurance, and an 
outcomes measurement project initiated by the American Group Practice 
Association to collect data on six health conditions.26 Finally, providers 
and health plans are increasingly transmitting and processing claims 
electronically. The proportion of providers who have the capability of 
iiling claims electronically has increased steadily to 54 percent of 
physicians and 70 percent of hospitals by 1993. In early 1993, Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield Association, International Business Machines, and 
Medical Management Resources formed a joint demonstration project, 
ED&USA, intended to create an electronic network for coordination 
between insurers and health care providers. 

%A task force organized by the Department of Health aud Human Services, the Workgroup for 
ELectronicDataInterchangeCWEDI),estimatedthat,toeffectivelyparticipateinastandatdized 
electronic da@ inkrchange environment, total on&me implementation costs for providers, payers, 
and employers would rsnge from $6.3 billion to $17.3 billion. See Workgroup for Elechwlic Data 
Interchange, 1993 WED1 Repo* Oce 1993. 

%WEDl esthata an annual admhbmive savings for the core &ansa&ion+chims submission, 
enrollment, payment and remittance, eligibiliw, and claims m-to rauge from $3.2 biion to 
$19.7 billion Blue Cross and Blue Shield e&mates potential insurance claims admjn&tr&ve savings of 
as much as $1.6 billion if ele&onic data interchange is adopted. 

%e six conditions are total hip replacement, total knee replacement, 
adult asthma, and low back pain. 

cataract exkactions, diabetes, 
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All of the reform proposals have similar goals of developing a 
comprehensive health care information systenxz7 The data could then be 
used to (1) compare providers, health plans, purchasing pools, and state 
programs; (2) detect fraud, waste, and abuse; (3) calculate premiums; and 
(4) determine where and how health care dollars are spent, enabling better 
cost and utilization controls. However, the proposals differ in who would 
be responsible for the system and when it would be implemented. 

l The McDermott bill would have each state health program develop a 
uniform electronic database, using standard software designated by the 
national board, by the year 2000. A  health identification card would be 
issued to all eligible individuals and the national board would assign 
unique provider numbers. 

l The Clinton proposal calls for implementing, within 2 years of enactment, 
a comprehensive national data system. Each individual would have a 
health identi&ation card and providers would have distinct identiers. 
Eventually, the proposal envisions an electronic network whereby data 
would be collected electronically for each clinical encounter for use by 
employers, health plans, and regional alliances. The data would then be 
transmitted to regional centers for distribution to government agencies, 
purchasing pools, and constuners. 

l The Cooper plan proposes that a national commission establish goals, 
standards, and timeframes for the electronic receipt and transmission of 
health plan information. At least annually, plans would provide health plan 
purchasing cooperatives with information in a standardized format on 
prices, health outcomes, and enrollee satisfaction. 

. The Chafee proposal would phase in over 3 years a health care data 
interchange system that would make information available on a uniform 
basis to aJl participants in the health care system Data clearinghouses 
would collect data directly from providers and consumers, rather than 
from health plans or third-party payers. 

Subsidy Programs Some anaIysts view the proposed subsidy programs as a potential source 
for significantly greater administrative costs, although there is 
considerable uncertainty about the level of resources required for program . * admm&mGon. Each of the managed competition bills would provide 
subsidies to low-income families. The Clinton plan also would offer 
subsidies and discounl~ for employers, unemployed and selfemployed 

“All of the plans &SO caU for protection of privacy and conlidentiality of the data provided by the 
health care information systems. 
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individuals, and families with incomes of up to $40,000.28 (The McDermott 
proposal would be Glanced by increased payroll and income taxes as well 
as imposition of a health security premium. It would not include direct 
subsidies.) 

Administrative costs would result from subsidy programs because families 
(and employers, under the Clinton plan) would need to report information 
regarding income, family or employer size, and health premium costs to 
alliances or the government to become eligible for subsidies. Subsidy 
administration would also require either the alliances or the government 
to (1) determine eligibility; (2) calculate the subsidy; (3) distribute the 
subsidy to the health plan, employer, or family; and (4) reconcile the 
premium contributions due to changes such as income or family size that 
occur throughout the year. This process could be comparable to the 
process that states undertake to determine eligibility for Medicaid or 
cash-assistance programs, although without the additional difficulty of an 
asset testm 

The managed competition proposals vary in the standards used to define 
who would be eligible for low-income subsidies: 

l Under the Clinton plan, Medicaid recipients would be integrated into the 
regional alliance system and subsidies would be available to employers, 
unemployed and self-employed individuals, and families with annual 
incomes of up to $40,000. 

9 The Cooper proposal would provide full subsidies for health coverage to 
persons with incomes below the poverty level and partial subsidies to 
persons up to 200 percent of the poverty level. Federal spending on 
subsidies is contingent upon budget savings, with health plans bearing any 
shortfalls. 

l In the Chafee plan, a voucher system would be phased in for persons to 
purchase private health insurance. By 2005, the eligibility level would be 
expanded to persons below 240 percent of the poverty level. The amount 
of federal funds for the voucher program would be contingent upon cost 
savings from Medicare and Medicaid. 

28For fuxther discussion of subsidies in the Clinton and Chafee proposals, see National Academy of 
Social Insurance, The Presidentis F’ropoA for Health Care Reform: An Overview of the Wve 
Structure cwashington, D.C.: Feb. 16,1994); and Senator Chafee’s Proposal for Health Care Ref 
OverviewoftheW 

OrlTLAIl 
‘ve Structure (Washington, D-C.: Mar. X,1994). 

BAn asset test is difhult to implement because it rquires verification of an individuah non-income 
assets Thus, documentation of a person’s payroll eamings or income tu would not be sufficient under 
anassettest. 
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The costs of administering subsidies would depend on the method used to 
determine eligibiliq. To the extent that Medicaid eligibility procedures 
remain intact, the process would be simplZed. Under the Clinton plan, for 
example, persons receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children or 
Supplemental Security Income would be deemed eligible to receive 
subsidies automatically, based on existing Medicaid eligibility procedures. 
Other persons seeking subsidies under the Clinton plan would undergo a 
different process to determine eligibility. 

For the non-Medicaid population, the alliances in the Clinton plan would 
be required to develop a capability to collect and verify similar information 
fkom individuals and employers. The Cooper and Chafee proposals would 
require other federal government agencies to administer subsidies. A  
simpmed approach to identifying those eligible for subsidies would be to 
link the administration of the subsidies with the tax system by having the 
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) estimate subsidies?o This could be 
administratively less expensive because, through their tax GGngs, 
employers and individuals already provide income and family size 
information necessary for determinin g subsidies. Also, the IRS has existing 
capacity to verify incomes. However, any system based on estimakjng 
income will require a reconciliation process to correct for changes that 
could occur during the year. 

Finally, in addition to the family subsidies and discounts, the Clinton 
proposal would cap employers’ contributions to premiums. For all &ns 
with more than 75 employees, this cap would be set at 7.9 percent of 
payroll; for smaller m , the cap would be set on a sliding scale between 
3.5 percent and 7.9 percent based on average payroll. A  fkm meeting these 
payroll caps would pay less than the 80 percent share of the weighted 
a@sted premium. CBO estimates that as many as three-fourths of 
employers (representing about half of employment) would qualify for 
these caps. Determining eligibility for employer premium discounts 
resulting from these caps would require the employer to report basic size 
and payroll information to the regional alliances. However, like Social 
Security taxes and other payroIl deductions, employers could add an 
accounting line-item to their payroll system with subsequent year-end 
reconciliation, minimizing the need for additional administrative costs. 

mIf the JRS would not direct& determine eligibility, then states could assist eligibility decisions by 
confirming income tax records 
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As arranged with your office, unless you publicly announce its contents 
earlier, we plan no further distribution of this report until 30 days after its 
issue date. At that time, we will send copies to interested parties and make 
copies available to others on request. 

Please call Rosamond Katz, Assistant Director, on (202) 512-7148 if you 
have any questions regarding this report. Other major contributors include 
John Dicken and Trlsha Kurtz, health policy analysts, and Craig W inslow, 
senior attorney. 

Sincerely yours, 

Mark V. Nadel 
Associate Director, National and 

Public Health Issues 
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Appendix I 

Implications for the Public Sector 

Both the managed competition and single-payer approaches to health care 
reform call for an expansion of the public sector’s administrative role in 
the health care system. Among the four bills we examined, many functions 
assigned to the public sector are similar. The public sector would assume 
many insurance functions currently performed by the private sector, and 
would perform addition&l functions designed to improve efficiency and 
expand access. Some functions incur relatively low costs, involving 
decisionmaking and methodology development, while others may be more 
expensive and require additional resources. 

However, the scope of the public sector’s new administrative role varies 
among the proposals. A singlepayer system would establish state-based 
payers to replace the private administration of health insurance. The 
managed competition proposals, while maintaining private insurance, 
would create a system of health insurance purchasing pools.’ Overall, the 
legislative proposals offered by Representative McDermott and President 
Clinton would more greatly expand the public sector role than those 
offered by Senator Chafee and Representative Cooper. 

The bills also vary in how functions wouId be distributed among the new 
health insurance purchasing pools, federal agencies, and state 
governments. Generally, policysetting functions, such as designing the 
benefit package, developing quality measures and risk-adjustment factors, 
and establishing criteria for health plan participation, would be assigned to 
national entities. More labor-intensive, operational functions, such as 
contracting with health plans, enrolling individuals, providing comparative 
information, and collecting premiums and paying plans, would be assigned 
to the purchasing pools. But the locus of some functions, such as 
collecting and analyzing outcomes data and providing subsidies, varies 
among the bills. For example, each bill calls for expanded collection and 
analyses of data on the quality of health care. These functions would be 
performed by the health plan purchasing cooperatives in the Cooper bill, 
by the National Health Board in the Clinton bill, and by states in the 
Chafee and McDermott bills. 

llIealth insurance pw&asing pools are refen-ed to as %gionaI alliances* in the Clinton proposal; 
“health plan purchasing cooperative$ in the Cooper propa@ and “pwclwing groups” in the Chafee 
proposal. We include the pw&asing pools as quasi-public entities, although some of the legNative 
proposals intend that the purchasing pools may be privately administered. The Congressional Budget 
Office has deemed the Clinton aUiances public, although the legjskion specii5es that regional alliances 
map be administered by a state agency, an independent public agency, or a nonprofit corpomti~~. The 
Cooper and Chafee proposals envision privately artministered purchasing pools, but for consistency 
we consider their admk&&ive costs in this section. 
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Single-Payer Approach 
Places Adnkistrative 
Responsibility on States 

The McDermott proposal would require large new expenditures by state 
and federal agencies. It would replace private health insurance plans with 
a federally mandated, stateadministered, comprehensive health insurance 
plan providing universal coverage.2 Thus, states’ major responsibilities 
would include paying health care providers, negotiating fee schedules and 
budgets, and establishing a uniform electronic claims database and quality 
review systems. The bill would limit administrative costs of the state 
agency managing the insurance system to less than 3 percent of total 
expenditures. 

Existing public insurance programs in the United States and Canada, 
which have relatively low administrative costs, may senTe as models of the 
public sector administrative costs possible under a single-payer system: 

4 Medicare, the prirna~~ source of health coverage for nearly all Americans 
over 65, is a national program that enrolls about 35 million Americans. It 
has administrative costs of about 2.1 percent of program expenditures. 
Like the McDermott plan, Medicare contracts with third-party carriers to 
reimburse providers based on claims. However, the McDermott plan 
would not require copayments and deductibles for most services, whereas 
Medicare does. 

. Medicaid, a state-administered program serving about 25 million 
individuals, has relatively low administrative costs-40 percent of 
expenditures. An administrative difference between the McDermott plan 
and Medicaid is that a state single-payer system would not need to 
determine eligibility, whereas Medicaid does. 

l The Canadian health system, which serves about 27 million people, is 
administered by each province at an average adnkktmtive cost of 
1.2 percent of health spending.3 It is similar to the McDermott plan in that 
it provides universal coverage (determining eligibility is not necessary) 
and copayments and deductibles for acute care services are prohibited.. 
whereas states under the McDermott bill would require an enhanced data 
collection system to enable quality monitoring and to establish budgets, 
the Canadian government does little quality monitoring. 

%mited private insurance would remain in the form of supplemental insurance, which would provide 
additional coverage beyond the benefits offered by the state plan. 

3According to Canada’s Department of National Health and Welfare, the eve costs range 
from 0.9 percent in New Brunswick and Quebec to 1.7 percent in Prince Edward Island 
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Implications for the Public Sector 

Managed Competition 
Would Incur More 
Moderate Increase in 
Public Administrative 
costs 

Compared to a singlepayer approach, the three managed competition bills 
would shift insurance functions to the public sector to a lesser extent The 
development of health insurance purchasing pools would be the primary 
source of additional public sector admini&ative spending, although their 
overhead costa would be explicitly limited in the Cooper and Clinton 
proposals. The Clinton alliances would cover a larger population segment 
and be responsible for more functions beyond the “core” ones common to 
all of the proposed purchasing pools. 

The Clinton, Cooper, and Chafee bills agree on core purchasing pool 
functions. They tend to be operational in nature. These core functions 
include: (1) co&acting with health pIans, (2) enrolling individuals in those 
plans, (3) collecung and distributing premiunq4 and (4) providing 
comparative information to consumers regarding health plan quality and 
price. In addition, the Clinton and Cooper proposals would assign extra 
responsibilities to the purchasing pooIs, such as making risk adjustments 
(Clinton and Cooper) and administering subsidies (Clinton). 

The purchasing pools proposed by Clinton are also larger in size than the 
Cooper or Chafee purchasing pools. President Clinton’s proposal would 
mandate universal coverage, with most workers, unemployed individuals, 
retirees not eligible for Medicare, and Medicaid enrollees purchasing their 
care through regional dalliances. The Employee Benefit Research Institute 
estimates that at least 70 percent of the population would purchase their 
insurance through regional alliances6 In contrast, the Cooper and Chafee 
proposals would not mandate that workers purchase health coverage 
through the new purchasing pools. Those proposals would target 
participation to individuaIs, employers with 100 or fewer employees, and 
persons eligible for Medicaid.6 Thus, a much smaller share of the 
population would purchase health coverage through the Chafee or Cooper 
purchasing pools. 

. . AS tive costs of the new health insurance purchasing pools would 
be explicitly limited in the Clinton and Cooper proposals. The regional 

Wolkction of premiums by purchasing groups would be optional under the Chafee bill 

%hnpanies with more than 6,000 employees, accounting for 17 percent of the popuJation, could 
remain outside of the regional a&ances, although some experts believe that many of these large 
companies would also opt to join the rq&onal alliances Medicare enrollees would also remain 
separate from the alliance shucturc. 

@Under the Cooper proposal, only health plans pmchased through the health plan purchasing 
coopedives would be tax deductible for employees with 100 or fewer employees. In the Chafee 
propoeal, states would have the option of allowing Medicaid recipients to purchase coverage through 
the purchasing pools or maintain& Medicaid in its auxnt foxm 
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alliances established under the Clinton plan would be limited to overhead 
costs of 2.5 percent of premiums7 The health plan purchasing 
cooperatives in the Cooper plan would be limited to overhead costs of 
1 percent of premiums.* The Chafee proposal does not set a specific 
administrative limit. 

Existing purchasing pools may serve as limited models for administrative 
costs of the proposed pools. Core functions of the existing and proposed 
purchasing pools are similar. Generally, existjng purchasing pools have 
administrative costs ranging from 0.15 percent to 3 percent of benefits. 
The largest of these, WPEES and the Federal Employees Health Benefits 
Program, have the lowest percentage of administrative costs, indkating 
that they may have achieved economies of scale not met by the smaller 
purchasing pools, or that they perform fewer fun~tions:~ 

l C~PEES may more closely resemble the regional alliances proposed by 
Clinton than other existing purchasing pools.1o CalpERs enrolls about 
900,000 individuals, similar in scale to the proposed purchasing pools.” 
Besides the core functions previously discussed, C~PEBS performs some 
other functions contained in the managed competition proposals, such as 
negotiating with health plans and handling consumer complaints.12 MPERS . . admuubative costs are 0.5 percent of premiums. It has a staff of about 90, 
nearly three-fourths of whom perform enrollment functions. 

rCB0 &mates that health alliance administration would cost about $11 biion in 1998. 

BA representative of the Cooper proposal indicated that these administrative cost knits were 
established on the basis of experience of exist@ employer purchasing cooperatives, such as the 
health benefits program administered by the Califomk Public Employees’ Betirement System The . . admm&dive cost limit on the regional alliances in the Clinton proposal was based on estimates by 
the ActuarM &search Corporation. 

aIZle~purchasingpoolswithadministrativecostsofZto3percentreflectthefixedcostand 
low enrollment of several publicly sponsored voluntary purchasing pools for small businesses. For 
additional information on ex&ting purchasing pools, see Access to Health Lnsursncez Public and 
Private Employers’ Expe&nce With furchasing Coope&!ip). 

‘OFor more information on the recent experience of CUBERS, see Health Insurance: Califoti Public 
Employees’ Alliance Has Reduced Becent FVemium Growth (GAo/HRD-94-4o, Nov. 22,1993). 

‘lThe Clinton bii does not specify a population size for the regional alliance areas but would only 
require that the area include a population su&iently large to give the alliance bargaining power with 
and promote competition among he&h plans The Cooper and Chsfee biIls would require that the 
purck&ng pool areas include populations of at least 260,000. Members of the Jackson Hole Group, 
which developed the theoretical basis of he&h insurance purchasing pools, recommend that these 
pcds have an enrolhuent of about 1 million persons 

me Clinton plan requims that regional alliances negotiate to contract with each health plan. The 
Cooper plan would prohibit the purchasing cooperatives from negotiating with health plans. The 
Chafee plan omits any reference to negotiating; it would perhaps permit but not require negotiations. 
The Clinton and Cooper plans would have the purchasing pools perform an ombudsman role for 
addressing consumer complaints. 
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. other analysts have compared the proposed purchasing pools to FEW, 
which offers more than 400 health plans to about 9 mihion federal 
employees and their dependents. In particular, FEHBP has been cited as a 
model for enrolling a large group of individuals spread over multiple large 
employers and offering a choice of multiple plans. However, FEHBP does 
not perform other functions expected of the proposed purchasing pools, 
such as making risk adjustments, &.andardizing benefits, and comparing 
the quality of care of health plans. The U.S. Office of Personnel 
Management administered FEnsP in 1993 for $22 rnilhon, 0.15 percent of 
FEHBP beneiit payments. 

Subsidies, Data Systems, 
and National Boards Could 
Also Expand Costs 

Administrative Costs F’rom 
Subsidies Depend on Eligibility 
System 

Additional sources of eve costs for the public sector can be 
found in each proposal and its requirements. In particular, -ring 
subsidies and collecting and analyzing data on quality of care would be 
potentially significant expansions of the public sector’s administrative 
roles. Each proposal would also develop new national bodies to establish 
standards and policies and increase the regulatory functions of federal and 
state governments. l3 

Some analysts have cited subsidy programs as a potential source for 
signi&antiy increased administrative costs, but there is considerable 
uncertainty about the level of resources required for program 
administration. Each of the managed competition bills would provide 
subsidies to low-income families. The Clinton plan would also offer 
subsidies and discounts for employers, unemployed and self-employed 
individuals, and families with incomes of up to $40,000.14 (The McDermott 
proposal would be Glanced by increased payroll and income taxes and a 
health security premium. It would not include direct subsidies.) 

AdmirWrative costs would result from subsidies because families (and 
employers, under the Clinton plan) would need to report information 
regarding income, family size or number of employees, and health 
premium costs to the purchasing pool or the government to become 

%ome of the other functions required of the purching pools, but not typically performed by existhg 
alliances, would not necessarily impose s&n&ant additional &nin&r&ve casts. For example, 
establishing fee schedules under the Clinton plan would be inexpensive if the regional alliances modiQ 
edsting fee schedules developed by Medicam m states. Depending on the method used, 
t iwdjusbmmt could also be rehiwly inexpensive if the data needed for making risk adjustments are 
alreadycollectedorareinte~tithnewlyestablisheddatasyscems 

ItFor furtha discusion of subsidies in the Clinton and Chafee proposls, see National Academy of 
Social Insurance, The President’s Propoat for Health Care Refornx An Overview of the Administrative 
Sfmxture (WasMngton, DC.: Feb. 16,19D4); and Sena Chafee’s Propceal for Health Care Reform: in 
f%%%% of the Admh&Mive Structure (Washh@n, L.C.: Mar. 15, 1%). 
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eligible for subsidies. Subsidy administration would also require either the 
purchasing pools or the government to (1) determine eligibility; 
(2) calculate the subsidy; (3) distribute the subsidy to the health plan, 
employer, or family; and (4) reconcile the premium contributions due to 
changes such as income or family size that occur throughout the year. This 
process would be comparable to the process that states undertake to 
determine eligibility for Medicaid or cash-assistance programs, although 
without the additional difEculty of an asset testI 

The managed competition proposals vary in the standards used to define 
who would be eligible for low-income subsidies and the processes they 
would use for determining eligibility: 

l Under the Clinton plan, Medicaid recipients would be integrated into the 
regional alliance system and subsidies would be available to many 
low-income individuals. Medicaid recipients who also receive Aid to 
Families with Dependent Children or Supplemental Security Income 
(totalling 17 million individuals combined) wouid be deemed eligible to 
receive subsidized premiums and reduced cost-sharing requkements.16 
other individuals would be responsible for a share of premium payments 
but subsidies would be available for families with annual incomes of up to 
$40,000. 

l The Cooper proposal would provide full subsidies for health coverage to 
persons with incomes below the poverty level and partial subsidies to 
persons up to 200 percent of the poverty level. Federal spending on 
subsidies would be contingent on savings from Medicaid and other health 
spending, with health plans bearing any shortfalls. If the individual were to 
choose a plan other than the lowest-cost plan offered by the health plan 
purchasing cooperative he or she would be responsible for a share of the 
difference in premium costs. 

. In the Chafee plan, persons below 90 percent of the poverty level would 
receive vouchers to purchase private health insurance beginning in 1997. 
By 2005, the eligibility level would be expanded to persons below 
240 percent of the poverty level. The amount of federal funds for the 
voucher program would be contingent on cost savings from Medicare and 
Medicaid. 

=An asset test is difficult to implement because it requires veticadon of an individual’s nonincume 
assets. Thus, documentation of a person’s payroll eamings or income tax would not be sufficient under 
anassettest 

‘8To cover premium co&, the alliances would receive a payment equal to 95 percent of current state 
and federal Medicaid expenditures for this group, updated for &f&ion. 
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The costs of adminkkring subsidies would depend on the method used to 
determine eligibility. To the extent that Medicaid eligibility procedures 
remain intact, the process would be simplukd. Under the Clinton plan, 
persons receiving Aid for Families with Dependent Cl-tiklren or Social 
Security Insurance would be deemed automatically eligible to receive full 
subsidies based on existing eligibility procedures for these programs. 
Other persons seeking subsidies under the Clinton plan would undergo a 
different process to determine eligibility. However, the Cooper proposal 
would eliminate Medicaid snd therefore would require a new eligibility 
determination process for this population. The Chafee proposal would 
maintain Medicaid,17 but for other low-income persons a separate process 
would be necessary to determine eligibility for vouchers based on income. 

For the non-Medicaid population, a simplihed approach to identifying 
those eligible for subsidies would be to link the adnhktrtion of the 
subsidies with the tax system, by havmg the Internal Revenue Service 
estimate subsidies. This would be adnunistratively less expensive because, 
through their tax Glings, employers and individuals already provide 
income and family size information necessary for determining subsidies. 
Also, the ES- has existing capacity to verify incomes. However, under the 
Clinton proposal, the alliances or states would be required to develop a 
capability to collect and verify information from inditiduals and 
employers. The Cooper and Chafee proposals would require other federal 
government agencies to administer subsidies. 

States that are developing reform bills are also addressing the issue of 
subsidy adnWstmtion. FIorida’s approach suggests that the impact on 
purchasing pool staff could be minimized. Under the Florida plan, 
insurance agents’ role would be prominent in the purchasing pools 
operations. In addition to enrolling employers, the bill would make them 
responsible for helping individuals complete a s impmed eligibility 
determination process based on income tax forms, pay stubs, or 
documented participation in another means-tested public program. By 
using existing resources, Florida is attempting to reduce the administrative 
burden A private contractor would review eligibility applications to verify 
the information, certify eligibility, and calculate the premium 
contributions. (The contractor would be expected to develop automated 
systems to facilitate eligibility determination and premium collection.) 

Wates could choose to either maintain Medicaid in its current form, develop Medicaid managed care 
arrangements, or integrate Medicaid into private purchasing groups. 
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FInally, in addition to the family subsidies and discounts, the Clinton 
proposal would cap employers’ contributions to premiums.‘* For all firms  
with more than 75 employees, this cap would be set at 7.9 percent of 
payroll; for smaller fInus, the cap would be set on a sliding scale between 
3.5 percent and 7.9 percent depending on their average payroll. If a C-m 
were to exceed these payroll caps, then it would pay less than the 
8fJ-percent share of the weighted adjusted premium.~g CBO estimates that as 
many as three-fourths of employers (representing about half of 
employment) would quaIify for these cap~.~ Determming eligibility for 
employer premium discounts resulk-tg from these caps would require the 
employer to report basic size and payroll information to the regional 
alliances. However, like Social Security taxes and other payroll 
deductions, employers could add an accounting bneitem to their payroll 
system with a subsequent reconciliation for changes that may have 
occurred during the year. 

Data System: Start-Up Would 
Be Costly but Could Simplify 
Functions 

Currently, information on private health plans and quality of care is 
fragmented among many private insurers, managed care organizations, 
and health care providem.21 However, the managed competition proposals 
would require data assessing health plans to make payment risk 
adjustments and provide comparisons of health plans’ costs, quality of 
care, and enrollee saiidaction. A  health care information network would 
meet many such requirements. 

Development of an infrastructure for a health care information network, 
one that provides for the electronic transmission and collection of health 
care data, would be a potentially major administrative expense. For 
example, in the Clinton proposal, the federal government would develop 
regional data centers linking providers, health plans, zdliances, and 
state-level quality programs through an electronic computer network. The 
Chafee and Cooper proposals also call for similar public investments in 
establishing health information networks. 

Although m&iahy these systems might require a large public sector 
investment, once they were established they could simplify many 
administrative functions, such as comparing quality of plans, making risk 

%dditional subsidies would also be available for selfemployed and unemployed individuals. 

IsIh, federal government would subsidize the regional alliance for the differential. 

%qe employers forming corporate alliances would not be eligible for these discounts. 

zlMore than 30 states, includiug Pcnn&mia, Florida, and California, require health care providers to 
provide basic information, such as billed charges and lengths of stay, to the state. 
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ac&rstments, and developing cost containment policies. W ithout a 
coordinated data network, these func+ions could require large additional 
cdminismve expenses. In addition, the Clinton proposal would eliminate 
Medicare Peer Review Organizations (PROS) as a quality monitoring 
program. PROS cost the federal government about $450 million in fiscal 
1993.22 

New National Organizations Each of the proposals would also create a new federal entity to perform a 
Develop Standards and range of policy functions, including setting standards for alliances and 
Guidelines States. 

9 In the Clinton proposal, a National Health Board would be responsible for 
maintaining uniform benefits and policies for supplemental insurance, 
establishing risk-adjusunent and quality management factors and methods, 
developing a health data information system, setting national budgets, and 
providing other state assistance, oversight, and guidelines. 

. In the Cooper proposal, the major functions of the Health Care Standards 
Commission would include registering health plans eligible to be offered 
by health plan purchasing cooperatives, recommending a uniform benefit 
package, setting quality data standards and risk-adjustment factors, and 
other general oversight and standards. 

. In the Chafee proposal, a Benefits Commission would be created to make 
recommendations to Congress about changes in the benefit packages. 

l In the McDermott proposal, many of the proposed federal responsibilities 
would be administered by a newly created Health Security Standards 
Board. This board would establish a national health budget, set data 
reporting standards, decide on modifications to the standard benefit 
package, and make other guidelines, policies, and procedures for the state 
programs. 

The costs of administering these national boards and commissions are 
dZ6cult to estimate, but would likely be a small share of total health 
spending. Some experts have cited the Physician Payment Review 
Commission (PPRC) and the Prospective Payment Assessment Commission 
(ROPAC) as potential models for these national boa&xB PPRC and ROPAC 
each had fiscal 1993 budgets of about $4.4 million. Each has 13 to 17 
commissioners that meet several times annually and a full-time staff of 26. 
The scale of the National Health Board established by the Clinton plan 
would be larger than either PPRC or PMPAC, but PPRC and ROPAC may be 

plhe McDemott proposal would also elk&ate Medicare PROS 

zlPPRCandProPACmake recornmendatiohs to tkmgrem regarding Medicam’s physician and hospital 
reimbursement and other health iirmcin2 policy issues 
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comparable to proposed advisory councils. For example, the Quality 
Advisory Commission would have 15 appointees meeting several times 
annually and a full-tune staff. Like ROPAC, the National Quality Board could 
have a highly professional staff, be data intensive, and address policy 
issues. 

More Regulatory and Financing Besides the new national commissions established to oversee the 
Roles for State and Federal purchasing pools and set standards and guidelines, state and federal 
Governments regulatory roles would expand under the managed competition proposals. 

In particular, states would assume additional roles in reguIatiug health 
plans, the Department of Heatth and Human Services would administer 
new programs, and (in the Clinton proposal) the Department of Labor 
would be responsible for cert@ ing corporate aliances and auditing both 
corporate and regional alliances. However, states and the federal 
government would gain some offsetting administrative savings. Under the 
Cooper (and McDermott) plsn, they would be relieved of Medicaid. 

Under the managed competition proposals, the states would maintain their 
traditional role for regulating private health insurers. Predominantly, 
states have focused their monhing on the solvency of health ~lans.~ 
Each proposal would require the states to additionally certify that health 
insurers meet eligibility requirements. These requirements would include 
fmanciai stability, capacity to deliver care within their geographic area, 
accordance with the uniform benefit packages, and ability to provide 
required data to the government and purchasing pools Another major 
function of the states would be to oversee the purchasing pools, including 
developing geographic boundaries and a governance structure.2s 

ln addition to the new national co mmissions and boards, the Departments 
of Health and Human Services and Labor would have expanded roles: 

l HHS, in addition to continuing to adminiSter Medicare and public health 
programs, would be required in the Clinton plan to monitor the transition 
to the reformed health system and oversee new programs for graduate 
medical education. However, uncertainty about HHS’ role exi&s, depending 
on the size and responsibilities of the new national entities (such as the 
National Health Board). If these new national entities were relatively 
small, then HHS might need to assume other responsibilities. 

%For a review of the states’ cum-at capacity in this area, see Health Insurance Regulation: Wide 
Variation in States’ Authority Oversight, and Ftesmrces (GA(%HRD&26, Dec. 27,1993). 

?See Health Care Reform: implications of Geographic Boundaries for Proposed AUI-KXS 
(GAWT-nl3EIS94108, Feb. 241994). 
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l The Depar&nent of Labor, under the Clinton proposal, would also face an 
expanded role in regulating corporate alliances created at the option of 
employers with more than 5,000 employees. Currently, the vast majority of 
these large employers have self-insured health plans that are exempt from 
state insurance regulation by the Employees’ Retirement Income Security 
Act. The Clinton proposal would require the Department of Labor to 
establish a new guaranty fund for corporate alliances, similar to the 
guaranty funds states currently maintain for stateregulated health plans. It 
would also certify corporate alliances, ensuring that they have suflicient 
&iancial reserves, and audit corporate and regional alliances. 

Finally, federal and state administrative costs would be affected by 
changes in the Medicaid and Medicare programs.26 Medicaid would be 
elimh&ed in the Cooper and McDermott proposals. In 1991, the federal 
share for administering Medicaid totaled $2.3 billion while the stare and 
local shares totaled $1.7 billion Under the managed competition 
proposals, Medicare would continue largely in its present form.27 However, 
in the McDermott single-payer plan, Medicare would also be eliminated. . . Admuustra tive costs for Medicare totaled $2.6 billion in 1991. 

%me erperts argue that enabling Medicaid beaeficiaries to purchase private ’ lnsurancecoverage 
through purchasing pools would increase overall admh&&ie c&s because private insurance plans 
have higher average adrh&mive costs [about 14 percent) than do public insurance plans (about 3 
Percent). 

Wnder the Clinton plan, states could decide to include Medicare beneficiari~ in the regional alliances 
at the state’s option and HHS’ approvaL Ahy of the bii would make Gnancing changes to Medicare, 
and the Clinton plan would add prescription drug coverage, but overall the administrative costs of 
Medicare would likely remain similar to current. administrative costs. 
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Health care reform could have a major impact on the portion of health 
insurance dollars spent to administer private, employmenGbased 
coverage. Managed competition would likely lower the admin&rative 
costs included in health plan prenWns, which the Health Care Financing . . Admuustra tion e&mated to average 14.4 percent of private insurance 
expenditures in 1991. Pooled purchasing and other market reforms could 
bring adxnKs&tive costs closer to the level experienced by larger 
employer groups. The accelerated development of electronic fWtg of 
billing claims could also provide administrative savings for health plans. 
Costs would be raised, however, by requirements to maintain detailed 
encounter data The singlepayer approach would go even further in its 
impact on health plans: it would save systemwide adminisbzative costs by 
replacing most private jnsurance with government-administered insurance 
programs at the state level. 

Currently, health plans’ admin&mtive costs vary by the size of the group 
covered. AdminWrative expenses account for a large portion of small 
group insurance costs. High costs for marketing, underwriting, and 
administering coverage absorb much of the premium for smaU firms and 
individuals. An analysis by the Congressional Research Service showed 
that for the smallest plans, adrW&trative expenses are about 40 percent 
of claims; for the largest plans they are 5.5 percent of ~laims.~ 

Therefore, the impact of managed competition proposals on insurance . . adrmrustrative costs would differ for large and small group coverage. For 
the health plans of larger groups, administrative costs would be largely 
unchanged under the Chafee and Cooper bills, but could increase under 
the Clinton proposal. An analysis of the Clinton proposal conducted by 
Actuarial Research Corporation projected that average admhidrtive 
costs for corporate alliances (private firms with more than 5,000 
employees) would be 8.3 percent of benefits paid.2 This represents an 
increase of about 1 percent from the current average for very large firmq it 

‘General administration, risk and profit charges, and commhii ens account for threefourths of the 
expenses for the smallest plans but about one-third for the largest plans Although for smaU plans 
many of the general adminishatiort and comrnhsion expenses are fixed dollar amounts, risk and profit 
charges as a percentage of claims drop sharply as the number of employees ’ lraeases. Claims . . Won charges also have some economies of scale. For small plans, charges exceed 9 percent; 
forIargeplans,chargesdropto3percentbecausemwtdaimsareprocessed inas*manner. See 
CRS, ‘Costs and Effects of -ding Health Instance Coverage,” Oct. 1983. 

This percenwge inchdw taxes, as well as risk and profit charges. Gordon R Trapnell, “Cost of . I Admmsmion for Health purchasing Allian- and Pazticipathg Plans,” Acmarial RGFSW& 
Corporation, Sept 1993. 
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could be attributed to the new data requirements to monitor outcomes and 
quality? 

For smaller group plans, the impact of reform on administrative costs 
would derive primarily from (1) the substitution of a single large group 
policy covering an entire insurance pool for multiple policies covering 
most employers and individuals, (2) the accelerated use of electronic data 
submissions, (3) the increased data requirements and quality control 
limctions to be performed, and (4) compliance with other regulations. 

Gaining Economies of 
Scale 

Administxative charges in the premiums that small employers pay could be 
lowered if they were to purchase insurance as part of a pooling 
mechanism. The reform proposals would replace small employers’ 
contracts with purchasing pools so that health plan enrollment in an area 
would stem from one very large group, Although the size of that group 
would vary by state population and the number of alliances established, 
the health plans’ administrative costs would likely reflect those of larger 
employers. For the highest cost functions+xuoIlment, premium 
collection, and claims processing-the proposals could substantially lower 
heaith plan costs. For example, fee-for-service plans with large numbers of 
beneficiaries could take advantage of economies of scale in claims 
processing and general administrative functions. 

Auiances could be structured in a manner similax to that of the FEHBP. . . Admuuster ed by the U.S. Office of Personnel Management, this program 
offers a wide choice of health plans to all federal employees. In 1991, the 
administrative costs to health plans participating in FEHBP averaged 
7 percent of premiums. However, because the administrative functions of 
plans offered through the Clinton alliances would be greater than for plans 
serving FEHEIP, plan costs would be higher. 

Increased Use of Increasingly, health plans are minir&Q paperwork by receiving 
Electronic Data electronic claims submissions from providers. Each of the reform 
Interchange proposals would encourage the accelerated development of electronic 

%a addition, employers forming corporate aUiances would be responsible for an additional 1 percent 
surtax on premiums. 
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data interchange, providing savings to health plans4 For example, Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield plans processed 444 rnilhon claims electronically in 
1992-60 percent of their ~laims.~ A  task force of insurance industry 
representatives organized by nns estimated that widespread use of 
electronic data interchange to standardize claims procedures has the 
potential to save $1.4 to $5.4 billion annually for health plans6 

Additional Data Collection There could be additional administrative costs, estimated at roughly 
1 percent, for plans to cover detailed, sophisticated data requirements and 
compliance with outcomes monitoring. Depending on the reform proposal 
adopted, data requirements for health plans would be set to meet the 
needs of auditing outcomes, health risk adjustment, and monitoring the 
adequacy of provider networks. For example, under the Clinton proposal, 
plans would need to provide the alliances with data about the costs, 
quality, and outcomes of care for the plan as a whole and for each 
individual provider. Akhough many health plans have already moved 
toward using more detailed data, some have not. Therefore, even with 
standardization and automation, data collection and processing could 
become significantly more expensive than currently found in the health 
insurance system.’ In addition, if health plans were held accountable for 
quality of care provided to their enrollees, they might more closely 
monitor and manage both quality and cost of care from each provider. 
They might be more inclined to manage the provision of health care by 
physicians in order to control expenditures. Preadmission cetication, 
physician profIling, and mandatory second opinion programs might require 
large administrative investments. 

Other Regulatory Impacts Managed competition could improve the efficiency of the health plan 
market by lowering transaction and selling costs. Health plans’ 
administrative costs would be reduced by standardizing benefits, 
premiums, and claims activities. W ith a standard insurance product 
replacing individually-tailored benefit packages, claims processing costs 

4However, barriers remain to implementing electronic data interchange in the health care environment 
connecting 6,000 hospitals and 600,000 physicians with many payers is a large-scale logistical problem 
In addition, many of the systems currently in place are incompatible and lack standards to coordinate 
among them. Finally, the linancial incentives for providers to make the investment in electronic data 
interchange capsbiity are weak 

%lue Cross and Blue Shield estimated that it could potentially save $1.6 billion by processing claims 
elmticaIly. In the Medicare program, about 76 percent of Part A and SO percent of Part B claims w 
submitted electronically. 

W93 WED1 F&port, WEDI (Oct. 1993), pp. 9-20. 

‘Additional administrative costs would result from the need to audit the accmacyofthedata 
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associated with cross-checking unique policy provisions would be 
eliminated. Depending on the method used for risk-adjusting premiums, 
community-~ rather than experience-rating might lower . . admmstmtive costs because it is less data intensive. Where purchasing 
pools collect premiums, the costs associated with debt collection would 
be eliminated. If large premium variations across insurers were reduced, 
there might be less frequent changes in coverage. In addition, purchasing 
pools would restrict direct sales and other marketing activities. There 
would be no salespersons’ commissions because the transactions would 
be directly between the purchasing pool and employer; they would not 
involve brokers. 
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In general, health care reform is expected to reduce overall administrative 
costs for most physicians and hospitals. Both the singlepayer and 
managed competition approaches would likely reduce providers’ 
paperwork, billing, and utilization review expenses. At the same tune, data 
reporting requirements could represent a sign&ant new cost for many 
providers. 

provider administrative costs are influenced by a variety of factors, 
including the type of management information system used, uniformity of 
reimbursement system, percentage of bills filed electronically, malpractice 
experience, extent of market competition, and state and federal laws. 
Administrative costs under the current system have been estimated at 
about 8 percent of physician revenues and 15 percent of hospital revenues. 
Some analysts contend that dramatic reductions in provider administrative 
costs will be difEcult to achieve. For hospitals in particular, cost 
containment pressure over the past decade has already stimulated efforts 
to eliminate inefficiency. Still, the potential savings is projected to be 
about 10 percent in hospitals’ administrative costs and about 20 percent in 
physicians’ administrative costs, gamed from further efficiency 
&nprovements.’ 

Under reform, administrative spending might continue to rise with the 
growth of data reporting requirements from health plans and the 
government. All of the proposals would require the collection of detailed 
data (at the point-of-service or clinical encounter level) and electronic 
transmission to entities that compile, analyze, and disseminate the 
information. Proposals that require providers to report on all patient 
encounters may cause many health maintenance organizations to incur 
substantial costs of revising dab systems not now based on individual 
encounters. Many HMOS do not organize their data systems in ways that 
identify resources used in specific encounters between each enrollee and 
the HMO provider. 

These data reporting requirements might initially increase providers’ 
administrative costs but could provide long-term savings. In a 1993 report,2 
the Workgroup for Electronic Data Interchange estimated that providers’ 

one-time implementation costs for establishing or upgrading exMng 
computer systems to a standardized capability would range from 
$3.8 billion to $11.2 billion. (These costs include hardware, software, 

*William B. Schwartz and Daniel N. Mendelson, “Eliminating Waste and Inefficiency Can Do Little to 
Contain Cca,” HeaItl-t Affairs (Spring (I) 1994), pp. 224-233. 

Workgroup for Ekctmnic Data Interchange, 1993 WEDI Report (Oct. 1993). 
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communications equipment, installation, and some limited vendor 
trahing.) In the long run, however, data collection activities in an 
electronic environment were projected to reduce administrative costs by 
el imimI@ the need for random case-by-case reviews; decreasing the time 
spent duplicating information and correcting errors common in a paper 
environment; and monitoring, in a more systematic manner, the quality 
and appropriateness of care. WEDI estimated that providers’ gross annual 
savings for 11 transactions would range fiorn $9.1 billion to $15.5 billion.3 

Some providers are concerned, however, that collecting qua&y data and 
developing the Xrastructure necessary to implement the health 
information systems envisioned under reform may be more complicated, 
time consuming, and costly than anticipated. There is considerable 
uncertainty surrounding the development of acceptable measurements of 
quality. Choosing appropriate quality indicators and adequately measuring 
provider performance is not a welldeveloped area of health policy and is 
subject to change. Therefore, if the government were to mandate a limited 
(but accessible and inexpensive) heahb care information system, it may 
overlook data needed to report on various aspects of care, such as 
outcomes, appropriateness, satisfaction, access, and practice patterns. 

Although more providers are investing in computer technology, most do 
not yet have information systems capable of capturing detailed encounter 
data Capitated providers, who are paid a set amount per enrollee rather 
than per service provided, in particular would need to make a greater 
investment in information systems because they lack a claims-baaed 
infrastructure. For example, Henry Ford Health System’s Health Alliance 
Plan, an mo, invested over $1 million in an encounter database to capture 
clinical information on its members. Still, the plan found numerous 
problems with the integrity of the da@ those problems impaired the 
validation and reporting process. 

Single Payer The McDermott bill’s elimination of the multiple-payer system would 
signiscantiy change the way providers are reimbursed Hospitals would 
receive payments based on stateapproved annual operating budgets, 
rather than on the volume and type of servic& provided. Physicians would 
be reimbursed using a fee schedule similar to Medicare’s resource-based 
relative value scale. Payments to HMOS would be based either on budgets 
or set amounts per enrollee. For covered services, no deductibles or 

WFiJ.Ws list elec&onic data interchange izzmachons are claims submission, enroIlment, payment and 
remittance, eligibility, claims inquiry, mat&ah management., prescription ordering, coordination of 
bene.Bs, test order and results, referrals and authorization, and appointments and scheduling. 
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copayments would be applicable and no “balance billing” would be 
permitted. That is, patients could not be charged beyond the set rate for 
any service provided. 

W ith a single-payer system, providers’ administrative costs would be 
lowered through reduced paperwork and billing. Both the direct and 
indirect costs associated with insurance transactions (expenses that 
hospitals and physicians incur as a result of multiple claims and billing 
forms and the personnel paid to deal with them) would be lowered 
signi6cantly by having one insurance entity in each state. Also, the 
prohibition of patient cost sharing for most medical services eliminates the 
need to bill patients. previously, we estimated potential admini&rative 
savings of about 10 percent for physicians and about 6 percent for 
hospitals under a Canadian-style single-payer system4 

Still, a single-payer system would not eliminate all provider administrative 
costs. There remain necessary tasks, such as maintaining patient records 
and complying with government regulations, that add to providers’ 
overhead costs. As noted previously, additional data collection for quality 
assurance and utilization review purposes would be required. But that 
requirement might not erode the single-payer savings if a streamlined 
health care information system would subject providers to more uniform 
standards of medical review. 

Managed Competition Under managed competition, spending on transactions between payers 
and providers would also be likely to decline, even with the multiple 
organization framework. Administrative savings would stem primarily 
from anticipated growth in prepaid health plans, and, in fee-for-service 
plans, from limits on patient cost sharing and mandatory use of common 
claim forms and expanded electronic processing. Again, new data 
reporting requirements might offset some of these savings, 

Under the Clinton proposal, traditional HMOS (including point-of-service 
plans) are expected to grow from about one-quarter to about one-third of 
the private insurance market. Because the delivery of care is integrated 
with insurance in these arrangements, providers in prepaid HMOS would 
avoid some of the administrative duties of fee-for-service providers. They 
would carry out the same provider-type administrative functions but fewer 
insurance-type administrative functions. Growth in the proportion of 

Canadian Health insurance: Estimating Casts and 
, pp. 12-13. 

Saving s for the United States (GAOMRD-92+3, 
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providers in prepaid HMO plans has the potential, therefore, to reduce costs 
of transactions and other administrative activities6 

In addition, some aspects of the proposals would also reduce 
administrative costs for fee-for-service providers by limiting patient cost 
sharing. Allowing copayments as a utilization control requires more 
paperwork for hospitals, physicians, and other providers because they 
would have to bill the insurer or patient. Furthermore, proposals that end 
physician balance billing would also reduce administrative costs. 

Managed competition would not be likely to eliminate c-by-case review 
by insurers. Many utilization review practices such as requiring physicians 
to get p &ion from a patient’s insurer before performing certain 
operations, or auditing how a patient was treated, would continue for the 
time being. Increased competition pressure to hold down costs might, in 
fact, increase the use of uulization reviews, but utilization review 
requirements might become more standardized. 

%n alternative view is that HMOs tend to have higher administrative costs than other he&h plans 
One recent study of hospital costs showed that in states where HMCk enroll more than 26 percent of 
the population (California, Massachusetts, Minnesota, and Oregon), average administratjlve cosb 
accounted for 26.6 percent of total costs, as compared with 24.6 percent of total costs in states witi 
lower HMO enrollment See Steffie Woolhandler, David U. Himmelst&n, and James R. Lewontin, 
%mve Costs h U.S. hospitals,” New Engkmd Journal of Medicine, ~tg. 5, m13, pp. 40~~4~3. 
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Implications for Employers 

For most employers, the proposed reforms would have a limited impact on 
administrative costs. Currently, nearly tw~thirds of nonelderly Americans 
receive health insurance through an employer. In addition to their share of 
premiums, employers inGur costs in admit&&ring health benefits for 
employees and their f&m&s. Although it is diEcult to quantify, 
interaction with the health care system requires employezs’ time and 
effort. Insured and self-funded employers incur expenses associated with 
tracking employee hiring and termination, conducting internal analyses, 
designing ben&t plans, and complying with regulations. Companies that 
provide no health insurance for their workers avoid these costs and the 
costs of premiums. 

In the McDermott proposal, taxes would be collected by a government 
agency to be paid to health care providers. The empicryers’ role would be 
reduced to paying an increased payroll tax, an established percentage of 
wages. This would require almost no new administrative costs. Also, costs 
associated with selecting, contracting, and negotiating with multiple plans 
would be alleviated. 

Under managed competition proposals, employers currently providing 
health insurance would experience little change in their direct 
administrative costs by purchasing coverage through a purchasing pool.’ 
The following discussion shows that the aggregate effect of managed 
competition on employers’ administrative costs would depend on the 
degree of participation in purchasing pools. Because of its mandate and 
high employer size threshold for alliance participation, the Clinton 
proposal would likely generate greater potential savings than that of the 
Chafee or Cooper proposals. However, under the Clinton plan, employers 
may need to provide additional data, including infomtation to enable the 
administration of subsidies. 

Smaller Employers Under the Chafee and Cooper bills, employers with fewer than 100 
employees would be required to offer health benefits, but would not be 
required to contribute toward premiums. The Chafee proposal would 
allow small employers the option of joining a regional purchasing group or 
using a qualified health plan, while the Cooper proposal would require that 
they participate in a health purchasing cooperative. By contrast, the 
Clinton proposal would require that employers with up to 5,000 employees 

%yui.ngaregiortalinsuan ce pool, individuals could retain their health plan and providers when they 
change employers. In small firms, employees tend to change jobs frequently. Job tenure in firms of 26 
to9!3employeesisabouthaKthatinlargefirms. 
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obtain insurance through regional alliances, (This mandate would cover 
about 70 percent of the population). 

For firms that currently provide health insurance, buying through a 
purchasing pool would generate both cost savings and new costs. On the 
one hand, employers would be relieved of the bother, confusion, and extra 
time spent in Ending and securing coverage. Their role would be to 
conduct open enrollments, collect employee contributions through payroll 
deductions, and remit payments to the purchasing pool. With a process 
similar to IRS withholdings, employers could withhold premium 
contributions for all employees using rates requested on forms similar to 
the WA. 

On the other hand, the data processing and reporting functions associated 
with payroll may be more complex for some employers. Today, most 
smaJl- and medium-sized employers deal with premiums from only one or 
two plans offered to their employees. Under managed competition, the 
premiums would be different for each plan and in each purchahg pool; 
they would also vary by family structure. For example, under the Clinton 
plan, employers would pay a fixed percentage of the weighted average 
premium for each full-time employee and a prorated amount for each 
part&me employee. Those whose workers are in one regional alhance 
could pay three premiums based on the number of full-time equivalent 
employees in each of the family categories; the number would be 
increased by three for each regional alliance in which employees live. In 
addition, in order for alliances to determine employer subsidies and track 
health plan enrollment, employers would have to give the alliance wage 
and hours data each month or quarter. Employers would also report total 
annual deductions to employees and the alliance. 

Larger Employers Under the Cooper and Chafee proposals, employers with at least 100 
employees would be required to arrange for coverage, but they would not 
gain coverage through the small-employer purchasing pools. Their 
administrative expenses would not be substantially affected by reform. As 
they do currently, they would be able to deal directly with one or more 
health plans and provide for the payroll deduction of premiums. To the 
extent that incremental changes in administrative practices would be 
adopted-such as a standardized benefit package to make plan 
comparisons easier-administrative costs for medium and large employers 
could be reduced somewhat, 
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(1089#) 

Under the Clinton proposal, employers that cover more than 5,000 
full-time workers would have tie option of providing coverage directly or 
through regional health alliances2 The bill would require that ucorporate 
alliances” enroll all eligible persons and offer a choice of at least three 
plan options, one of which may be a self-insured plan. Large employers’ 
admCstrative costs could increase by forming a corporate alliance if they 
must do more to set up their own programs and negotiate with plans. Also, 
there may be more costs associated with coordinating employer 
paymentq3 operating across state lines, and meeting new regulatory 
requirements. 

Because large employers would not be required to form a corporate 
alliance in the Clinton plan, they would be able to purchase coverage 
through the regional alliance structure. The regional alliance would be 
advantageous for many large employers because: (1) employers’ premium 
cost would be subject to a 7.9 percent of payroll cap, (2) some companies 
would pay no risk adjustment to their premiums if their workforce 
demographics were similar to the alliance population, and (3) companies 
would not have to pay an annual assessment of 1 percent of payroll to the 
federal government. As noted earlier, for employers participating in a 
regional alliance, the predo minant adminis~ative cost would be tracking 
eligible enrollees and paying alliances. Employers would no longer need to 
contract with insurers or admin&ter a self-funded plan.* 

me -on estimates that about 1,200 companies have more than 6,000 workers. Between 
16 million and 29 million workers would be able to enroll in corporate alliances. 

?Manied couples working for both a corporate and regional alliance employer would be able to select 
the alliauce for coverage. The corporate alliance would remit payments to the regional alliance if a 
regional alliance coverage were cl-men, andvice versa 

?3df&nding would reduce plan costs by 3 percent, with most savings achieved through reductions in 
premiumtax~ 
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